enome data in comparison to four other methods: PhyloPythia 3 , metagenome analyzer (MEGAN) 5 , Phymm and PhymmBL 6 . PhyloPhythiaS performed particularly well for taxonomic assignment of populations from novel genera, order or higher-level clades, when limited amounts of reference data were available. We observed that accurate assignments were obtained based on 100 kilobases (kb) of training data for a sample population. We observed this for simulated data (Fig. 1a, Supplementary  Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 1 ) and a predominant population of a novel family of the order of Aeromonadales from the Australian Tammar wallaby gut (Fig. 1b, Supplementary Fig. 2 and Supplementary Tables 2-4). We performed experiments on simulated data for four settings: with genomes of the same species for the dominant strains made available as reference data (known species) or with genomes of the corresponding higher-level clades (genus, order and class) removed, while retaining 100 kb of sequence for the dominant strains. In this scenario, alignment-
Taxonomic metagenome sequence assignment with structured output models
To the Editor: Computational inference of the taxonomic origin of sequence fragments is an essential step in metagenome analysis 1 . Fragments can be assigned to individual populations or corresponding higher-level evolutionary clades using methods based on homology, sequence similarity or sequence composition 2 . This is a challenging task, as for most uncultured microorganisms reference sequences are unavailable, and large amounts of data have to be processed. With this in mind, we introduce PhyloPythiaS a successor of our previously published method PhyloPythia 3 . It is a fast and accurate sequence compositional classifier based on the structured output paradigm 4 .
We evaluated PhyloPythiaS on simulated and real metag- based methods performed poorly. If closely related genomes were available, the performance of all methods became more similar, with a slight advantage for alignment-based approaches. We observed this for simulated data and the predominant genera of two human gut metagenomes (Supplementary Tables 5-8) .
PhyloPythiaS also performed well in fragment assignment of 'known unknowns' , for organisms of taxonomic clades with no available reference sequence. In this case we observed less 'overbinning', meaning assignments to correct higher-level clades but incorrect low-level clades, than for PhymmBL (Supplementary Tables 2 and 9-11) . For short fragments of 'known unknowns' (Supplementary Table 12) , all methods had comparably low assignment accuracy, with MEGAN performing best ( Supplementary Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 13) .
Empirical analysis of execution times determined that PhyloPythiaS required 0.08-0.1 seconds for the assignment of 0.1-10 kb fragments (Fig. 1c) . This was a 3-46-fold and 5-68-fold improvement in comparison to MEGAN and PhymmBL, respectively (Fig. 1c) . For characterization of a 13-Mb assembled metagenome sample, PhyloPythiaS showed 22-fold, 85-fold and 106-fold speed increase in comparison to PhyloPythia, MEGAN and PhymmBL, respectively (Supplementary Table 14) . As PhyloPythiaS models require only a subsample of the reference data for accurate assignment, in the future, training times will not necessarily be impacted by increases of sequence data, contrary to alignment-based approaches.
PhyloPythiaS uses an ensemble of linear models whose parameters are identified using the paradigm of support vector machines with structured output spaces to represent composition-based clade specifics of the taxonomic hierarchy instead of an ensemble of multiclass support vector machines for different taxonomic ranks and fragment lengths, as our previously described method PhyloPythia (Supplementary Note). PhyloPythiaS has considerable gains in learning and prediction times, and performed similarly to PhyloPythia by several independent measures on two real-world metagenome datasets ( Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5 and Supplementary Tables 1-3 , 5-7, 9 and 10). PhyloPythiaS is freely available for academic use. 
Recovery of intact DNA nanostructures after agarose gel-based separation
To the Editor: Molecular self-assembly using DNA as a structural building block has proven an efficient route for construction of nanoscale objects and arrays of ever-increasing complexity 1 . An important catalyst for advancing the field in recent years has been the scaffolded DNA origami strategy, in which a long 'scaffold' strand derived from a viral genome (M13) can be folded with hundreds of short synthetic 'staple' strands into a variety of custom two-and three-dimensional shapes 2, 3 . This technology is being used to develop molecular tools for applications in fields such as structural biology 4 , single-molecule biophysics and drug delivery. Many of these applications require a homogenous sample of properly folded nanostructures greatly enriched over the misfolded intermediates and large aggregates characteristic of multilayer DNA-origami self-assembly.
Agarose-gel electrophoresis is now the most effective method available for high-resolution separation of well-folded objects on this size scale, but extraction of intact DNA nanostructures with high yield from the agarose matrix is problematic. Existing methods rely on thermal, chemical and/or mechanical destruction of the agarose gel or else electroelution of the DNA to a solid support, leading to problems of low yield, damage to structures and/ or contamination with residual agarose. We modified a DNA electroelution method for recovery of DNA from a standard horizontal agarose-gel electrophoresis apparatus to optimize it for efficient, high-resolution and scalable recovery of large and complex intact DNA nanostructures 5, 6 . Our initial attempts to purify DNA nanostructures by electroelution revealed the need for a well-sealed elution bed to eliminate high-conductivity buffer paths that served as escape routes for the nanostructures. To address this problem, we poured a 1-2% agarose resolving gel on top of a thinner and more rigid basement layer of 4% agarose previously set in the gel-casting tray ( Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Methods). Once the sample was sufficiently resolved on our dual-layer agarose system, we cut an elution well in the resolving gel directly in front of the band of interest and filled it with a viscous solution of 30-50% sucrose. The elution well is simple to cut down to the interface with the 4% agarose layer because of the difference in rigidity of the layers, and the seal between the layers adjacent to the elution well is not disturbed. To eliminate high-conductivity paths in buffer above the gel, we maintained the running buffer level even with, or below, the surface of the resolving gel. We eluted the band by electrophoresis of the sample into the sucrose bed where movement of the DNA was slowed enough to allow efficient recovery by UV-light detection and micropipetting.
